Looking for efficiency and simplicity for
managing the transit of materials?

We have the optimal solution for you.

SigmaScale is software specifically designed for

weighing operations and for managing the transit of
materials. Thanks to our expertise in database and
software design, combined with our knowledge of
the domain of weighbridges, we are able to offer you
a software solution that is simple, efficient and fast,
allowing you to increase the productivity and
profitability of your business.
SigmaScale includes a set of powerful features that
simplify your daily operations, such as sales order
entry, the recall of transactions in progress, the
calculation of the totals at several levels, the
management of multiple scales, the transfer to the
accounting system and other related systems, the
printing of a variety of lists and reports also viewable
on the screen, as well as the production of the
forms of the Ministry of Transportation, and several
other features.

Designed for

In addition, SigmaScale provides security of access
to the information defined by user or group of users,
and its context-sensitive help allows you to instantly
obtain the answers relating to its use. Easy to learn,
it allows any operator to be functional very quickly.
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The main window has all the features
allowing you to quickly generate tickets
and thus minimize the waiting time of
truckers.
All information relating to the
transaction is available on the screen.
One also finds menus and toolbars
allowing for quick access to all the
functionalities of the system.
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Multi-enterprise system
Management of contracts, client orders,
daily jobs, transport manifests, samplings,
clients, projects, sites and suppliers
Definable price by product, client,
project and contract
Management of additional charges (fixed
amount, percentage, amount per ton)
Transport costs by zone, mileage
or tonnage
Functionality for sales to occasional
clients
Public weighing

. Administration module (SigmaAccess)
Dashboard and pivot table

. Inventory management module
. Invoicing and receipt module
. Unattended weighing terminal
. Identification by barcode, magnetic
cards or RF tags
. Traffic lights and/or gates control
. Electronic signature
. Interface with Acomba, Avantage,
Maestro and Sage 50
. Possibility of adapting the software to
your the specific needs

Manual entry of transactions allowed
View your operation results very quickly with the
calendar that displays your daily, monthly and yearly
totals.

Automatic recall of a vehicle’ last
transaction information
Visualization of transactions in progress
Totals at all levels
Totals in calendar format
Payroll management of truckers according
to the norms of the M.T.Q.
Excess weight indicator by vehicle type
Management of multiple scales from
one workstation
Generation of tickets in PDF format and
sending via email
Visualization of lists and reports on screen

Clear, precise and easy to consult reports allow
you to quickly view the operation results.

M.T.Q. reports (V150 and V863)
Report Builder / SQL Editor
Data exportation in different formats
(Excel , Word , HTML , XML, PDF)
Interface with existing systems
Secure access to information
Interactive help
Bilingual
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